**Classroom-based**

**Students Pay On-Campus Rates | Synchronous**
Class meetings are on-site and in-person.

---

**Remote**

**Students Pay On-Campus Rates | Synchronous**
Class will be taught in real-time, with 100% remote delivery at predetermined times. There is no scheduled in-person attendance. Class will be 100% real-time live meetings delivered remotely via technology.

---

**Online (4 Options)**

**Students Pay Online Course Fees | Asynchronous**

**RRCC Online | CCCOnline | CO Online @ RRCC | CO Online @ Consortium**
1. RRCC Online is taught by an RRCC instructor for RRCC students only.
2. CCCOnline is taught by CCConline.
3. CO Online @ RRCC is taught by an RRCC instructor for RRCC students only.
4. CO Online @ Consortium is taught by an instructor at one of the CCCS colleges.

Class is entirely online with no real-time expectations.

---

**Hyflex**

**Students Pay On-Campus Rates | Synchronous & Asynchronous**

A highly flexible experience where the course is delivered entirely remotely in real-time, entirely in-person in real-time, or a combination of the two. *Students can either choose their mode of engagement in the class for the day or will be assigned a mode of engagement for that day by the instructor. Labs will require in-person attendance.

---

**Hybrid**

**Students Pay On-Campus Rates**
Class will have some live in-person components, and some online components. The percentage of online versus in-person can vary by class. We will offer two types of hybrid courses:
1. Hybrid In-person and Remote where class will have both scheduled in-person components and scheduled remote components. *(Synchronous)*
2. Hybrid In-person and Online where class will have both scheduled in-person components and some online components. *(Synchronous & Asynchronous)*

---

*Asynchronous: Learn at your own pace | Synchronous: Scheduled meeting times*